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Key Question for #1 Council:
 Does Council have any

reservations or feedback for
Management about adding
to the “List of approved
brokers and banks” for
investment services?



Investment Services Scope

The approach to selecting the Town’s
banking and investment service providers
was discussed by the “Banking and
Investment Summer Workgroup” and is
being brought to the Mayor and Town
Council in the spirit of transparency, to
continuously find improvements and to
regularly review processes that support the
Town’s tradition of judicious fiscal
management.

NOT DISSATISFIED WITH SERVICESB&I-SW
The discussion was not initiated by or a result
of dissatisfaction or concern with the Town’s
current banking services or investment
practices.
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PURPOSE OF AGENDA ITEM

This administrative function is being brought
to Council in the spirit of transparency and in
the event Council has any reservations or
feedback to Management moving forward.



Investment Services Investment Brokers and Pools

Per the Town’s investment policy, the Town
Manager (and Designee) are to “maintain a list”
of eligible providers.

The current list includes one investment
manager, one custodian bank for the Town’s
Bonds (Series 2016 and 2020), one service bank
and participation in two investment pools:

• PFM, Investment Management;
• U.S. Bank (Custodian Bank);
• Wells Fargo, Service Bank;
• Wells Fargo Money Market pool account;
• State of Arizona Treasurer’s Local

Government Investment Pool #5 (LGIP).

ACTION BY MANAGEMENTCURRENT STATUS
A unique Request for Proposal was issued and
panel interviews were conducted Jan. 6, 2021.

The Town Manager and designee are ready to
add Chase to the approved list of brokers and
banks, pending validation of eligibility
requirements.

Per investment policy, the Town Manager (or
designee) is responsible for selecting brokers and
banks.

Depending on the contractual agreement,
Council action may be required under the
procurement code.
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Excerpt from the 2020 PAFR
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Key Question for #1 Council:
 Does Council have any

reservations or feedback for
Management about adding
to the “List of approved
brokers and banks” for
investment services?
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Key Question for #2 Council:
 Does Council have any

reservations or feedback for
Management before drawing
CIP Proceeds Series 2020 to
hedge the timing of
reimbursements for certain
capital improvements per a
development agreement?



CIP Proceeds, Series 2020 Purpose and Action

Typically, Council action is not required for
Management to draw proceeds from the
custodial bank. But in the spirit of
transparency and in the event Council has
any reservations or feedback to
Management before moving forward.

Proceeds are available to draw for three
years. Use of proceeds are exempt from the
Annual Expenditure Limitation.

Current timing and cash flows of receiving
capital reimbursements has potential to
alter the Town’s investment strategies.

PURPOSE OF AGENDA ITEM
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ACTION

In order to hedge timing of reimbursements
for certain capital improvements per a
development agreement and not disrupt
Town operations or financial strategies;
Management can draw proceeds and
reimburse the Town for Capital Projects
covered under Series 2020. The amount
drawn would be to the extent of the delayed
reimbursements.



Why Draw Proceeds
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- Enable the Town to maintain it’s current
investment portfolio, by not liquidating
investments prematurely.

- Avoid redirecting cash, budget authority
and AEL capacity from Town programs.

- Remain compliant with the Annual
Expenditure limitation if CIP and PSPRS
payments “bottle neck”.

- Brings cash from the trustee’s holdings
(custodian bank) to the Town’s investment
program.

REASONS TO HEDGE REIMB.

CIP Proceeds, Series 2020
USE OF PROCEEDS

To give the Town flexibility, the “bond”
language was deliberate to not include
specific projects:

Per Resolution No. 2020-06: Proceeds can be
used to “finance roadway and utility
construction and improvements, drainage
improvements, municipal facilities
improvements, and equipment and
technology purchases”.

Proceeds can be used for the Town’s Capital
Improvement Program from September 21,
2020 to March 12, 2023.
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Excerpt from May 14, 2020 
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SERIES 2020 - $8.1M
In 2019, Council diligently and thoroughly examined prospects
for issuing debt obligations, even though the Town and state
were experiencing good economic times.

Days before the financial market crisis of 2020, Council approved a
private placement with an interest rate of 1.09%.

This cemented the financial plan’s path to ensure the Town:
 Remains compliant with the Annual Expenditure Limitation;

while
 Honors the Five Star development agreement obligation to front

cash for projects and invoice for reimbursement; and
 Hedges the actual timing of reimbursements. And
 Continue the current CIP and status quo Town operations;
 Meet Council’s goal of paying down the PSPRS UAAL; and
 Maintain sufficient reserves to protect the town from external

stresses.

Similar to a line of credit
Proceeds are held by a trustee
bank in a separate account. The
Town draws the proceeds as
needed. Drawn proceeds will
need to be repaid with
“assigned” cash or with future
pledged revenues.

After three years, any unused
proceeds are transferred to the
payment account, with the
trustee bank, to pay principal
and interest. Balances in the
trustee accounts are subject to
arbitrage. General Fund cash
“assigned” for paying principal
and interest is not.

CIP Proceeds, Series 2020
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Key Question for #2 Council:
 Does Council have any

reservations or feedback for
Management before drawing
CIP Proceeds Series 2020 to
hedge the timing of
reimbursements for certain
capital improvements per a
development agreement?

?
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Key Question #3 for Council:
 Is Council comfortable with

staff proceeding with the
FY2019/20 external auditor’s
recommendations?



FY2019/20 Audit Auditor Recommendations
18

Findings = None Auditor Recommendations = Two



19
Auditor Recommendations Statement of Net Position
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Auditor Recommendations Court Fines

Still in Collections;
Not forgiven

Formal Policy to Determine 
when have Allowance

Actual Town ”Work Paper”
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Auditor Recommendations Customer Deposits

Since 2012:  Possibly up to $26,000

Confirmed 1/13

Actual Town ”Work Paper”
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Key Question #3 for Council:
 Is Council comfortable with

staff proceeding with the
FY2019/20 external auditor’s
recommendations?

?
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 Information and 
possible discussion.



ACTUARIAL 2022
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2020
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Rates for FY2022
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Actuarial Report

PSPRS Pension Related Bonds



Actuarial Report

$5,400,000 estimated for FY2020/21 budget

PSPRS Unfunded Liability (“Current”)
26



Amounts paid before June 30, 2021:
Will be reflected in FY2021 CAFR and

Actuarial report for the FY2023 Contribution rates.

27
Actuarial Report PSPRS Unfunded Liability Funding Status

Near
90%-
110%
Range
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Cash Payments Impacts on Contribution Rates
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Cash Payments Budgetary “Recurring” Savings
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TIMING IMPLICATIONS

Timing of Cash Payments

Important dates to consider when making payments:
 Participation in the investment pool starts payment

is received; any time during the year.
 Payments received before June 30, 2021 will be

reflective in the min. contribution rates for FY2023.

Estimated Balance; as Been Cautioned

Timing of PSPRS Unfunded Liability Payments:
 $2,400,000 authorized, but Council approve first
 Goal before June 30, 2021, but “wait and see”
 $3,000,000 additional in a contingency account that

is pending council action

Cash payments can be at any interval, including:
 Annual, semi-annual;
 Quarterly, monthly; or
 Bi-weekly with contributions via payroll

 The Unfunded Liability in GASB reports is greater
than Actuarial Valuations

 Different basis used in reports, sign of markets and
changes in assumptions

 Not cause for alarm; isn’t a precise science and are
designed smoothen over timeAmount in Adopted Budget, as Amended

CURRENT DIRECTION

Methods of Cash Payments

Contingency with Budget Authority and AEL capacity:
Priority Two = $2,400,000 (Available)
Priority Three = $3,000,000 (Pending Council Action)

Cash Payments
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 Information and 
possible discussion. ?
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 Information and 
possible discussion.
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The “Benchmark” is based
on historical revenue
collections through a specific
month as compared to the
total annual collections.
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MAJOR Operating RevenuesSummary

Though overall revenue is under performing
compared to the “base year FY2019” and the first half
of “last year FY2020”, Major operating revenues are
meeting the “current year FY2021” benchmark of
Level III revenue at 99%.

However, compared to total revenue the benchmark
represents only 49% and 37% of the total revenue
budget for Level II and Level III, respectively. There
may be optimism for the next few months. But since
not be predictable, they will be monitored closely.
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ALL Operating RevenuesSummary

Though overall revenue is under performing
compared to the “base year FY2019” and the first half
of “last year FY2020”, All operating revenues are near
meeting the “current year FY2021” benchmark of
Level III revenue at 96%.

However, compared to total revenue the benchmark
represents only 50% and 38% of the total revenue
budget for Level II and Level III, respectively. There
may be optimism for the next few months. But since
not be predictable, they will be monitored closely.
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Retail & Hospitality TPT Change in Monthly Collections

Change in Monthly Collects from Previous Year
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Retail & Hospitality TPT Accumulated Collections by Month

(All amounts are in Millions)

Current Actual FY2021Historical FY2018 to FY2020Historical FY2015 to FY2017
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(All amounts are in Millions)

Retail & Hospitality TPT Conclusion
INTERPOLATION – PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SUMMARY and FACTORS IMPACTING 2021

 The Town budgeted Retail and Hospitality TPT at
LEVEL I to ensure the Town does not over extend
recurring expenditures and risk mid-year reductions.

 As this revenue moves to LEVEL II and LEVEL III,
expenditure priorities can be authorized by the Mayor
and Council.

 Internet sales TPT; effective October 2019. This
greatly impacted Paradise Valley through during the
State’s “stay at-home” executive orders.

 Tourism and resort activity is the primary factor for this
revenue. Partial business reopening, “staycations”
and local support have keep this revenue from being
the worse case scenario during the “off-season”.

 Though revenue is being collected near LEVEL III, it is
the real test will be the FY2020/21 tourism season and
the “drive market”.

Collected through November

Collected 
through 

November

Collected remainder of year

To Meet 
Level



TRANSIENT LODGING TAX (TLT)
“Occupancy Tax”
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November 19th, 2020
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Change in Monthly Collections

Change in Monthly Collects from Previous Year

Occupancy TLT
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Accumulated Collections by Month

(All amounts are in Millions)

Current Actual FY2021Historical FY2018 to FY2020Historical FY2015 to FY2017

Occupancy TLT
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(All amounts are in Millions)

ConclusionOccupancy TLT
INTERPOLATION – PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SUMMARY

 The Town budgeted Occupancy TPT at LEVEL I to
ensure the Town does not over extend
expenditures.

 As this revenue moves to LEVEL II / LEVEL III,
expenditure priorities can be authorized by the
Mayor and Council. (After the “new calendar year”)

Factors impacting FY2021:
 Tourism and resort activity is the primary factor for

this revenue. Partial business reopening,
“staycations” and local support have keep this
revenue from being the worse case scenario.

 Though revenue is being collected in the LEVEL II
range, this is November and the real test will be
the FY2020/21 tourism season and the “drive
market”.

Collected through November
Collected 
through 

November

Collected remainder of year

To Meet 
Level



STATE SHARED REVENUES
(Income Tax, TPT, Auto, HURF)
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November 19th, 2020
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Change in Monthly Collections

Change in Monthly Collects from Previous Year

State Shared Revenues
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Accumulated Collections by Month

(All amounts are in Millions)

Current Actual FY2021Historical FY2018 to FY2020Historical FY2015 to FY2017

State Shared Revenues
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(All amounts are in Millions)

ConclusionState Shared Revenues
INTERPOLATION – PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SUMMARY

 The Town budgeted State Shared Revenues, in
aggregate, at LEVEL II to ensure the Town does not over
extend expenditures and not to over restrict operations.

 As this revenue sources moves to LEVEL III, priorities can
be authorized by the Mayor and Council. (Feb-June ‘21)

 If this revenue shows signs of moving to LEVEL I, the
Mayor and Council would be notified and mitigating
actions assessed for considerations, if necessary.

Factors impacting FY2021:
 The overall economic condition and activity of the State.
 The Town’s population growth compared to the rest of the

State; revenues are distributed based on population
 Revenue is trending slightly above in the LEVEL II range.

State Shared Revenues include:
 State income tax (last year’s taxes paid);
 State transaction privilege tax (steady);
 Automobile taxes and licensing (strong) ; and
 “HURF” Highway User Revenue Fund (very strong).

Collected through December Collected 
through 

December

Collected remainder of year
To Meet 

Level



CONTRUCTION AND CONTRACTING 
TRANSACTION PRIVILEGE TAX (TPT)
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Change in Monthly Collections

Change in Monthly Collects from Previous Year

Construction & Contracting 
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Accum. Collections by Month

(All amounts are in Millions)

Current Actual FY2021Historical FY2018 to FY2020Historical FY2015 to FY2017

Construction & Contracting 
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(All amounts are in Millions)

ConclusionConstruction & Contracting TPT
INTERPOLATION – PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SUMMARY

 The Town budgeted Construction TPT at LEVEL II to
ensure the Town does not over extend CIP expenditures.

 Per Town policy, if this revenue moves to LEVEL III, it is
transferred to the Capital Improvement Program (CIP),
where it will be placed in a contingency account for
subsequent budgets and Council considerations.

 If this revenue shows signs of moving to LEVEL I, the
Mayor and Council would be notified and mitigating
actions assessed for considerations if necessary; this
would most likely impact subsequent years’ CIP.

Factors impacting FY2021:
 Though some sectors slumped since March 2020,

construction in Paradise Valley continued to be strong.
 Major developments are still on the horizon.
 The first $500,000 Construction TPT collected funds

general Town operations; all collections in excess of
$500,00 funds the Town’s CIP.

Collected through November

Collected 
through 

November

Collected remainder of year

To Meet 
Level



BUILDING PERMITS
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Change in Monthly Collections

Change in Monthly Collects from Previous Year

Building Permits
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Accum. Collections by Month

(All amounts are in Millions)

Current Actual FY2021Historical FY2018 to FY2020Historical FY2015 to FY2017

Building Permits
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(All amounts are in Millions)

SummaryBuilding Permits
INTERPOLATION – PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SUMMARY

 The Town budgeted Building permits at LEVEL II to
ensure the Town does not over extend
expenditures, but not under estimate activity.

 If this revenue shows signs of slowing to LEVEL I,
the Mayor and Council will be notified and
mitigating actions assessed for considerations if
necessary.

Factors impacting FY2021:
 Though some sectors slumped since March 2020,

construction in Paradise Valley continued to be
strong.

 Major developments are still on the horizon.
 The first $550,000 of Building permit revenue

collected is considered recurring and funds general
Town operations; all collections in excess of
$550,00 is considered non-recurring and funds
non-recurring expenditures.

Collected through December Collected 
through 

December

Collected remainder of year To Meet 
Level
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RECOMMENDATION

CONSIDERATION FACTORS FOR PRIORITIES

Next Steps

As outlined with the FY2021 budget:
 Remain flexible, adaptive, patient and ready to

transition as needed.
 Consider easing into opening select budgeted

priorities.

 Continue to provide monthly financial updates:
 Cycle different revenues, focus on most

impactful to the Town’s finances.
 Review of the mid-year department

expenditures.
 Provide notice if any revenue trend or risk

indictor signals a materially adverse impact to
the Town’s financial condition.

Conclusion
OPENING BUDGET PRIORITIES

 Sustainability and impact of overall Town operations.
 One-time revenues are not used for recurring programs.
 Recurring revenues can be used for capital, contractual

and other one-time expenditures.
 Continue to maintain an appropriate level of Emergency

Reserves for unforeseen emergencies.

 Management is cautious not over extend the Town
and risk the need to pull back on programs or service
commitments, unless warranted to mitigate an
unforeseen economic crisis.

 Council has approved $2,400,000 for paying the
PSPRS Unfunded Liability; management has been
directed to bring back to Council for direction before
making payments.



APPENDIX:
ALL TOWN OPERATING REVENUES
and REVENUE REBOUND CURVES
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November 19th, 2020



Appendix All Operating Revenue (Detail)
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Appendix All Operating Revenue (Detail)
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Appendix All Operating Revenue (Detail)
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 July-November saw a modest “V” curve
 January-March will show if continues or if it

is “U” curve or a “swoosh”
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 Information and 
possible discussion. ?
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 Information and 
possible discussion.



Operating Budget and Actual July 1 – December 30, 2020
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Current Budget = Adopted Budget +/-
approved budget amendments

Benchmark Budget = Represents the
anticipated spending six months into
the fiscal year by recognizing that some
services and payroll costs are not
evenly expended over each month.

6-Month Actual = Actual expenditures
incurred through December.

Benchmark vs Actual = Compares the
benchmark budget and actual
expenditures through December (six
months into the fiscal year).

Note: Considering that departments are
operating in “Priority One” base budgets,
a benchmark % higher than 95% is not
cause for alarm; but serves as an alert for
caution or possible adjustments over the
next 6 months.



Adopted Contingencies July 1 – December 30, 2020
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The FY2021 Adopted
department budgets have a
mechanism to fluidly
transition back to their
2019 service levels as the
Town’s revenues rebound.
By placing Priorities in
contingencies, the Town
has the flexibility to ease
into them as revenues
rebound and are available.

Had the Mayor and
Council not budgeted
contingencies, then by
state law, the Town would
not be able to open these
programs, at these levels,
this fiscal year and would
need to wait until next
fiscal year.

Priority One: Is the base budget a vital, mandated, or primary service(s) that has a
direct impact on residents. But it does not to keep pace with an increase in demand.
Priority one was funded effective July1 in the Operating Budgets.

Priority Two: Has an impact on Town operations and delivery of service, keeps pace
with demand. Priority Two programs were considered in October 2020 with action to
reopen some programs in November 2020 as seen in the “Reopen Program” column.

Priority Three: Represents where a department was heading in February ‘20. Poised
to resume, but not likely to materialize for all requests in FY2021. Priority Three was set
in a contingency account and planned to be considered January - March 2021.
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 Information and 
possible discussion. ?
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 Management is confident current conditions
can sustain the following recommendations.

 Using an “easing in” approach to remain
cautious, flexible, adaptable and focused
on delivering high quality services that are
sustainable;

 While not over extending the Town’s
commitments; or restrict the ability to pause
or pull back on programs or service in the
event of an unforeseen economic crisis.

Key Question #4 for Council:
 Is Council inclined to

continue moving forward
with easing into and opening
adopted budget priorities?



Adopted Contingencies July 1 – December 30, 2020
74

The FY2021 Adopted
department budgets have a
mechanism to fluidly
transition back to their
2019 service levels as the
Town’s revenues rebound.
By placing Priorities in
contingencies, the Town
has the flexibility to ease
into them as revenues
rebound and are available.

Had the Mayor and
Council not budgeted
contingencies, then by
state law, the Town would
not be able to open these
programs, at these levels,
this fiscal year and would
need to wait until next
fiscal year.

Contingency Chart:
as adopted in the FY2020/21 

budget



Budget Amendment Easing into / out of Budget Priorities
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SOURCES

Revenues will continue to be monitored as they move
to Levels II and III.
Management will provide notice if any revenue trend
or risk indictor signals a material adverse impact to the
Town’s financial condition; and provide mitigating
actions for consideration.

CIP Proceeds Series ‘20 may be used to navigate AEL



Budget Amendment Easing into / out of Budget Priorities
76

RECOMMENDED BUDGET AMENDMENT (“BA”)

Emergency manager and administrative sergeant for
training, volunteer coordination and backup Public
Information Officer. The budget of $161,451
represents costs for a full year of personnel and start
up equipment.

Cash Payments toward the PSPRS UAAL will be
brought for Council consideration and approval before
made. Total budget available = $5,400,000

Recommendation:
Staff to bring forward a final “easing in” Budget 

Amendment to Council February 11.  Structured like 
November’s BA, to approve the remaining unallocated 

adopted contingencies with the exceptions listed above.

DETAILS OF RECOMMENDED BA

Lincoln mill and overlay: The Contract for this project
will be brought to Council for consideration before
project begins. Total budget available = $2,305,548

Revenue based contract is the contract with
Experience Scottsdale. The current budget is based
on $2,000,000 TPT collections. When $2,000,000 is
exceeded additional funding will be in Experience
Scottsdale’s FY2021 quarterly payments.

February is a key month for implementation lead time 
and incorporating into the FY2022 budget estimates.

If any departmental FY2021 BAs are necessary,
they’ll be part of the FY2022 budget process.

The new position would split the duties between
Emergency Manager (“EM”) and Administrative
Sergeant; including EM planning, EM training, EM
response, and department training; and public
information officer, coordination of volunteer program,
and reaccreditation



Budget Presentation Department Budgets April 17, 2020
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APPENDIX:
REVENUE LEVELS AND

EXPENDITURE PRIORITIES
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October 22nd, 2020
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Revenue Levels Expenditure Priorities

LEVEL I: Based on a worse case scenario based on
actual or historical data, like an economic shutdown.

LEVEL II: Current crisis has not materially impacted.
Revenues remain steady or a slight reduction. Such as a
contract or franchise.

LEVEL III: Presumes the economic activity driving the
revenue has not been impacted or the revenue is
resuming to FY2019 trends.

The Town experienced sharp drop in certain revenue
that was abrupt and deep. With the duration for
rebound still uncertain, revenues yield caution.
Monthly updates are being provided.

PRIORITY ONE: Is the base budget, vital, mandated, or
primary service(s) that has a direct impact on residents.
But not to keep pace with an increase in demands. July1

PRIORITY TWO: Has an impact on Town operations and
delivery of service, keeps pace with demands. October

PRIORITY THREE: Represents the Town was heading in
February ‘20. Poised to resume, all requests are not
likely to materialize. Jan-Mar

Preparations will be made to mitigate if the Town’s
overall revenue recovery is an elongated “L-shape”
curve leading to necessitating further budget and
service reductions.

REVENUE REBOUND LEVELS EXPENDITURE PRIORITIES

Revenue levels and expenditure priorities are not directly correlated. Revenue levels measure the current
economic condition and monitor progress. Expenditure priorities are based on services levels and have
mechanisms to fluidly transition as revenues rebound and poised to adjust if revenues slump.
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 Though preparations were made to mitigate the
worst case scenario, the Town did not make
program cuts going into FY2020/21.

 The Town’s solid financial position from previous
Mayor & Council’s and Management foresight; and

 Supportive residents, adaptive staff, self-sufficient
enterprises, low debt, good road and fleet
conditions and strong construction; supported

 The Town’s emergency reserve to provide the
safety net to secure the Town’s vital services until
revenues rebounded.

 For the FY2020/21 Adopted Budget, the Town
paused and matched “stress test level revenues”
with expenditures by:

 Freezing hiring, limiting spending, prioritizing
programs and deferring major projects & programs.

 This left the Town in position to be flexible,
adaptive, patient and ready to transition back to
those deferred programs or continue adjusting
operations as economic conditions require.

 Expenditure Priorities are held in contingency for
the Mayor and Council’s considerations and
approval before resuming those programs.

Revenue Levels Expenditure Priorities



BUDGET AMENDEMENT
FEBRUARY

EASING INTO BUDGET PRIORITIES

January 28th, 2021
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Key Question #4 for Council:
 Is Council inclined to

continue moving forward
with easing into and opening
adopted budget priorities?

?
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